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1. The length of a manuscript should not exceed 15 pages in A4 format, including the list of references, 
tables, and figures (color figures are also accepted). There may be up to three figures in the manuscript. 

2. The submitted manuscript should include the main text; abstract of no more than 12 lines, which gives 
a clear idea of the content of the manuscript; keywords; the list of references in alphabetical order of 
authors’ surnames; tables with headings, each table on a separate page; figures; the list of figure captions; 
and information about the author(s). The entire set is submitted in two copies. 

The manuscript should be structured using standard sections: INTRODUCTION, MATERIALS AND 
METHODS, RESULTS, DISCUSSION, and CONCLUSIONS. 

The manuscript should be presented in digital form and submitted by e-mail: the text in Microsoft Word 
format and figures in TIFF files. Figures should not be inserted into the text of the manuscript. Figures 
should be submitted in two versions: black-and-white and color. 

3. The manuscript should be typeset double-spaced on standard A4 format pages with the following 
margins: 25 mm on the left and bottom, 10 mm on the right, and 20 mm on the top. 

4. All abbreviations and notation used in the manuscript should be explained on first mention. Termi-
nology should be used consistently throughout the manuscript. 

5. Illustrations are submitted in digital form. The sizes of illustrations must be fully consistent with the 
size of the printed journal (124 × 176 mm). 

All images are prepared in TIFF format with a resolution of 650 dpi. Illustrations should only contain 8-
bit color. The color space must match the content of the image: if it contains only black and white dots, 
select bitmap format; if it is a halftone object, use grayscale; and if it contains a range of colors, use 
CMYK or RGB. The thickness of lines in figures should be at least 0.3 pt (0.13 mm). The use of dot 
shading in vector graphics is not allowed. 

A list of figure captions should be attached on a separate page. 

6. The manuscript should be signed by all the authors with indication of their full names, addresses, 
phone numbers, e-mail addresses, affiliations with the mailing address, academic degrees, and titles. 

7. If the manuscript is revised by the authors, the date when the final version is returned to the editorial 
board is considered the date of receipt. A request to revise a manuscript does not mean its acceptance 
for publication; revised manuscripts are considered again by the editorial board. 

8. It is not allowed to make any significant corrections or additions to the proof against the original 
version. 

9. The editorial board reserves the right to make the necessary edits, additions, and reductions. 


